Abstract. Object detection, recognition and pose estimation in 3D images have gained momentum due to availability of 3D sensors (RGB-D) and increase of large scale 3D data, such as city maps. The most popular approach is to extract and match 3D shape descriptors that encode local scene structure, but omits visual appearance. Visual appearance can be problematic due to imaging distortions, but the assumption that local shape structures are sufficient to recognise objects and scenes is largely invalid in practise since objects may have similar shape, but different texture (e.g., grocery packages). In this work, we propose an alternative appearance-driven approach which first extracts 2D primitives justified by Marr's primal sketch, which are "accumulated" over multiple views and the most stable ones are "promoted" to 3D visual primitives. The 3D promoted primitives represent both structure and appearance. For recognition, we propose a fast and effective correspondence matching using random sampling. For quantitative evaluation we construct a semi-synthetic benchmark dataset using a public 3D model dataset of 119 kitchen objects and another benchmark of challenging street-view images from 4 different cities. In the experiments, our method utilises only a stereo view for training. As the result, with the kitchen objects dataset our method achieved almost perfect recognition rate for ±10
Introduction
Over the past few decades, object and scene recognition have achieved great success using 2D image processing methods. Recently, with the increasing popularity of Kinect sensors and the emergence of dual-camera mobile phone, researchers are motivated to approach the traditional image recognition problem with 3D computer vision methods. Compared with the successful 2D methods, 3D approaches are not limited to image 2D appearance as the cue for detection and recognition [1, 2] . A number of 3D methods for object and scene recognition have been proposed [3] [4] [5] to extract global or local shape descriptors that encode scene structure, however, they do not take the advantage of 2D visual appearance, e.g. colour and texture.
In accord with the recent trend of 3D object detection and recognition research, we propose in this paper an approach that utilizes both the 2D appearance and 3D structure from the multi-view images. The most important and novel processing of the proposed method, in our view, is the construction of the 3D primitive, i.e. 3D classified features derived from multi-view images. Fig. 1 shows the work-flow of the 3D primitive construction: Firstly, for each multiview input, the pipeline computes the 2D visual primitives [6] using the intrinsic dimension by Kalkan et al. [7] . Secondly, the stable 2D primitives are matched across multi-view images and triangulated to 3D primitives, as shown in Fig. 1 c (see Section 3 for details). Then the 3D primitives are used for matching 3D objects primitives stored in a database.
To evaluate the proposed method, we tested our pipeline with both indoor objects and outdoor urban scenes. With the indoor objects dataset, our method achieved almost perfect recognition rate for ±10
• camera view point change and nearly 90% for ±20
• , and for the real world street-view dataset from 4 different cities, our method achieved 75% accuracy for 160 street-view images pairs, 80% for 96 street-view images pairs, and 92 % for 48 street-view image pairs.
Our main contributions are as follows:
-A novel 3D primitive extraction method for object recognition: 2D appearance primitives are extracted and promoted to 3D based on matching results across multi-view images. -A simple random sampling based recognition to match observed 3D primitives to database objects. The training is based on a single recorded view. -Novel results on the effect of primitive accumulation vs. no accumulation and 3D matching vs. 2D matching for object recognition in 3D.
-A semi-synthetic benchmark dataset and toolkit of 3D graspable kitchen items captured in the KIT.
1 . This can be used for further analysis in a controlled environment, and the code for rendering novel KIT object views will be made publicly available.
-A real benchmark dataset of stereo street views, which can be used for performances analysis in real conditions. This paper is structured as follow. Firstly, the related work is presented in Section 2. Then, Section 3 and Section 4 explain the process of constructing 3D primitives from 2D primitives and the matching process of the 3D primitives. Section 5 illustrates the experiment results from both indoor objects database and outdoor street-view images from 4 different cities. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
Related work
The object detection and recognition approaches can be roughly divided into 2D-to-2D (genuine 2D), 3D-to-2D (or 2D-to-3D) and 3D-to-3D (genuine 3D) methods, where the first term defines whether a model (and training data) are 2D or 3D and the latter whether objects are detected from 2D or 3D images. The most successful approach is part-based: local features are extracted and the object described as the parts and their location. Successful results have been reported for detection of visual classes and specific objects in 2D-to-2D [1, 2] and 3D-to-2D [8] [9] [10] , and many of the methods provide state-of-the-art classification accuracy on common benchmarks.
Our main interest, however, are genuine 3D methods which have not yet reached a mature stage as the aforementioned methods. Next, we give a brief survey on the most recent works, but omit methods based on global description (e.g., [11] ), those using temporal information [12, 13] and those tailored for a specific application, such as 3D face recognition [14, 15] .
Two notable works related to our method are the ones by Papazov and Burschka [16] and Drost et al. [17] . Papazov and Burschka utilise a random sample principle while Drost et al. use Hough-like voting, but the main commonality is in the fact that they both directly use 3D point clouds, which ties their methods to the selected 3D capturing method. We use local primitives extracted from 2D RGB images. Similar vision primitives were used in Detry et al. [18] ( [19] ), but their method do not retain 3D structure, and recognition is performed by Markov process message passing utilising pairs of the primitives similar to [17] .
The popular 2D interest point detectors and descriptors have also been extended to 3D, for example 3D SURF by Knopp et al. [20] , local surface histograms [21] in Pham et al. [22] , HOG and DoG by Zaharescu et al. [23] and kernel descriptors [24] . Special 3D shape detectors and descriptors have also been proposed [25, 26] along with neighbourhood processing to improve the robustness of shape descriptors [3, 5] . There are many local 3D shape descriptors (see [27, 28] ), but their main limitation is that they select the points based on local shape information and discard appearance which, after all, is the low-level source of information in the human visual system and used in the Marr's primal sketch [6] . The shape descriptors have been recently evaluated in [4] . One exception is Lee et al. [29] who utilise lines, but that is particularly suitable for their objects of interest (boxes). Hybrids of 3D shape and 2D texture descriptors were proposed by Hu and Zhu [30] and Kang et al. [31] .
3 Constructing 3D primitives from 2D primitives
The visual primitives used in this work derive from the primitives found in various layers of the "deep vision hierarchy" [32] . Starting from the pixels (retinal image) we extract low level primitives which are re-sampled (added), deleted, combined (grouped) and promoted through bottom-up processing in the hierarchy. We refer to the operations with a single term, "accumulation". Various computational models of the hierarchy have been proposed [33] [34] [35] . out of which we adopt the "cognitive vision model" hierarchy by Pugeault et al. [35] . The main goal of their hierarchy is a symbolic 3D description of a scene, but we form primitives that construct a part-based 3D object model.
On the lowest hierarchy level, 2D primitives are extracted from the left and right images of a stereo pair (see Fig. 1 ). The primitives are extracted on a regular spatial grid where circular patches are extracted and assigned to one of four low-level classes: a constant colour region, edge/line, junction or texture. The classification is based on computational intrinsic dimensionality [7] . The computational intrinsic dimension, if D, defined by a real number f measures the effective texture patch dimension similar to the fractal dimension [36] , but can be computed fast with linear quadrature filters [37] . The if D space forms a triangular region where basic perceptual classes map to distinct locations ( Fig. 2) :
The extracted 2D primitives are encoded as
where x is the 2D image position, θ is the local orientation angle of an edge or line, φ is the local phase of an edge/line, and c is the RGB colour vector of the left, middle and right edge colours. The accumulation of 2D primitives to 3D primitives Π is based on multiple views with known calibration: accumulation : (π, π ) → Π. In order to be promoted, the 2D primitive descriptors-colour, orientation and phase-must match, the primitives must lie on their corresponding epipolar lines, and finally the spatial constraints must hold. For putative matches for a primitive π at x in the left image, the epipolar line x ∈ l = e × H π x, where e × H π = F is the fundamental matrix [38] , in the right image is searched for π . Since the [7] , the 2D line and edge primitives used in our work marked with the dashed line.
2D primitives are computed sparsely on a grid, the matches within the distance of 1.5 times the patch size are accepted. The accumulated 3D primitives are encoded as
where X is the 3D location in space, n is the surface normal, Θ the line/edge orientation, Φ the line/edge phase and C the colour vector constructed by the weighted average of the corresponding 2D colours.
In this work, we use the line/edge primitives (see Fig. 2 ). The 2D primitive extraction can be adjusted by three quadrature filter parameters [37] . The first parameter is the highest filter frequency (or image resolution). The second parameter is the minimum required energy within the circular patches (normalised to [0, 1] ) and the third parameter is the maximum variance (normalised to [0, 1]), i.e. whether primitives must come from clearly isolated points (low variance). The descriptor match is a weighted sum of colour (weight 0.5), orientation (0.3) and phase (0.06) differences, all normalised to [0, 1], and the match threshold set to 0.3. Moreover, a spatial constraint, "external confidence", similar to stereo algorithms was added to ensure that the accepted 3D primitives are supported by their neighbourhood. By changing the values of the parameters we can affect the number of extracted 2D and 3D primitives and their robustness. Several settings are demonstrated in Table 1 for the first 12 KIT objects.
For the setting 1 approximately 50% of the 2D primitives are promoted. For other settings, the number of 2D primitives is much larger, but due to the accumulation there is not much difference between the number of 3D primitives for the settings 1-3. This is further illustrated in Fig. 3 where the 3D primitives (bottom) look alike for all settings. Note, however, that for Setting 2 and Setting 3 the new primitives are less reliable and therefore more noise appears. By using higher frequencies (a larger image), the number of primitives increases "naturally", i.e., more details are added to places where also the depth informa- tion is reliable. That is illustrated Fig. 4 , where 3D primitives are plotted in 3D space with their detected scale.
Matching 3D primitives
The 3D primitive based object description in Section 3 represents object appearance in the primitive descriptors Θ, Φ and C and object location in the 3-vectors X. The two popular approaches to match descriptors in space are voting and random sampling. A variant of the random sampling appears in Papazov and Burschka [16] and voting (Hough transform) in Drost et al. [17] . The random sampling and voting have certain distinct properties as compared to each other. In the voting approach every primitive is processed once and they cast votes for multiple objects and for multiple poses. The best hypothesis is the one with the highest number of votes. A disadvantage is the size of the vote (accumulator) space, which can become huge without coarse discretisation. In the sampling approach, no accumulation is needed since every random sample generates one hypothesis of an object and its pose. The obvious disadvantage is that the required number of random samples may be large. In other words, the voting is more storage intensive and the sampling more computationally intensive. There exists studies to improve storage requirements and to reduce the number of samples (e.g., [39] ), but in this work we select the sampling approach due to its simplicity.
Random sampling based matching
We randomly sample from the primitives of an object model i (object database), select corresponding primitives from an observed scene, and then compute the transformation T which brings the observed scene and database model primitives in correspondence. The method is similar to Papazov and Burschka [16] , except that they directly use dense point cloud points which are sensitive to a selected 3D acquisition process. Additionally, to avoid computational explosion Estimate the linear 3D transformation (isometry/similarity) T using the Umeyama method [40] .
6:
Transform the all N observation primitives to the model space with T . 7:
Select the geometrically closest matches (within the K best) and compute the match score s.
8:
Update the best match (s best , T best ) if necessary. 9: end for 10: Return s best and T best .
(every observation point is a candidate match to every model point), they utilise heuristics. Our method selects the best match using the 3D primitive descriptors. To estimate the 3D transformation (isometry) we use the linear method by Umeyama [40] . A high level algorithm for our matching method is given in Algorithm 1.
There are two important considerations for Algorithm 1: the number of iterations R and a method to compute the match score s. Since the colour plays the most important role in the accumulation, we omit Θ and Φ and use the colour vector C to compute the match matrix D. C is a 9-vector of the RGB values for the edge/line left, middle and right which are uniquely defined. The match is the Euclidean distance between the vectors which is fast to compute. Also the colour covariances are available, but using them is computationally inefficient. L 2 -normalisation makes the colour descriptors semi illumination invariant.
The number of iterations R is an important parameter since a sufficient number of samples is needed to guarantee that the correct combination is found with high confidence. To derive a formula for R we can consider the ideal case that each N observation point has a correct match in the model. The total number of points is not important, but the number of possible candidates. In Algorithm 1 this is K and we further assume that a correct correspondence is within the K best matches. Now, the probability of randomly selecting a correct combination of three point correspondences (the minimum for 3D isometry/similarity estimation) is
Note that this would be 1/K(K−1)(K−2) if the points are shared. The probability that after R iterations no correct triplets have been drawn is (1−P (K)) R , and thus, the probability that at least one correct has been drawn is 1−(1−P (K)) R . The analytical formula for the number of samples in order to pick at least one correct match with the probability P S is
For example, with P S = 0.9 (90% confidence level), we get R = 287 for K = 5 and R = 2302 for K = 10. In practise, some primitives have no matches at all, but on the other hand, representation is typically dense in the most informative areas and any primitive near the correct one may succeed. In any case, K should not be more than 10 to limit computational burden (R ≤ 2000).
To select the best strategy to compute the match score s, we run preliminary tests with the first 12 objects in the KIT dataset (see Table 2 for the results). More details are in Section 5, but here we focus only on the recognition accuracy. The rank order statistics rules, such as median matching, are superior due to their robustness to outliers and still computationally affordable. There is no major differences between the median (best 50%) and best 25%, with the number of samples doubled (2× iterations) and isometry vs. similarity, and therefore we selected the median rule. Note that the reverse matching (from models to the scene), is clearly inferior. Table 2 : Recognition accuracies for the first 12 KIT objects using variants of the match score s in Algorithm 1. K = 10 best matches and R = 1000 random samples (Setting 1, pure chance 8%). 
Experiments
In this Section, we evaluate our pipeline with both the indoor objects dataset and the outdoor urban street-view images.
A dataset was collected in Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT): KIT Object Models Web Database 2 . The KIT dataset provides full high-quality 3D models, so we use the KIT dataset as the indoor objects database for testing the pipeline. For evaluation, we implemented a synthetic view generator that can be used to evaluate methods in controlled view points and illumination. To further evaluate the robustness of our pipeline, we gathered 160 street-view images pairs with the known camera poses from 4 different cities. The datasets and experiment results are discussed in the following two Subsections.
Indoor object dataset
Toolkit for semi-synthetic KIT Objects -The KIT object dataset contains 119 3D captured kitchen items (marmalade packages, mugs, tea packages etc.) suitable for robot grasping and manipulation [41] and stored as high-quality textured 3D polygon models. Using the KIT models (Fig. 5) we provide a public toolkit to generate arbitrary views points, ground truth, and benchmark recognition algorithms. The toolkit was used to render the training images in roughly frontal pose (Fig. 5) , automatically adjust the camera distance to fit objects' bounding boxes to the visible image area, generate stereo pairs (Fig. 6 ) and output the stereo camera matrices and bounding box world coordinates. For our experiments, the object database (training set) was made by storing primitives from only one view per object: the frontal views shown in Fig. 5 . The test set images were generated by geometrically transforming the same objects by adjusting the camera azimuth and elevation angles. A total of five different test sets were generated using gradually increasing angles: {−40
• , −30
• , . . . + 40
• } This results to 9 test images per object and 119 × 9 = 1071 images in total for each test set. The test sets are referred to as Ez-Al-5
• . . . Ez-Al-40
• . The two extremal test set images for an object are illustrated in Fig. 7 and the stereo pairs of each were used to extract the primitives and match them to the all database (training set) objects with Algorithm 1. • (top row, the simplest set), and El-Az 40
• (bottom, the most difficult set).
Results -The recognition accuracies for all experimental scenarios are presented in Table 3 for the primitive extraction settings Setting 1 and Setting 2 (see Section 3). To compare 2D and 3D matching we utilised directly the 2D primitives with and without the accumulation. Using more primitives achieved by, for example, higher resolution images, is beneficial as the Setting 4 provides the best results. However, the Setting 1 is not significantly worse being much faster (ten seconds vs. minutes in our Matlab implementation). Moreover, the importance of the accumulation process is verified as the 2D matching with accumulated 2D primitives is almost the same to the accumulated 3D matching. 3D primitives are more beneficial with large view point changes where 2D transformation cannot represent the view anymore.
Overall, for small view angle variation (azimuth and elevation ≤ 10 • ) our recognition rate is almost perfect and for 20
• still almost 90%. The accuracy starts to drop after 20
• due to the fact that the test views start containing structures not present in the training view.
To compare our method with other descriptors, we implemented the local shape context, originally proposed for 2D in [43] , extended to 3D by Frome et al. [42] and similar to the heuristic approach in [16] . The local shape context corresponds to a histogram of 3D primitives appearing in the vicinity of each primitive. The local shape context is simple and efficient to compute. The bin size was optimised by cross-validation and the results are shown in the last row of Table 3 . For KIT objects, the local shape context descriptors are clearly inferior to the colour matching, but still perform well with the smaller angles and are thus promising for applications and imaging conditions where the colour is not informative.
It is noteworthy that since our approach is genuine 3D it also produces the object pose T as a side product. The detected poses are coarse (Fig. 8) , but provide good initial guesses for more accurate pose optimisation. 
Outdoor street view scenes
In this part of experiment, 160 street-view image pairs at various locations from 4 different cities were used as benchmark database. These database consists of 40 different urban scenes, where each urban scene has 4 street-view pairs, see Fig. 9 (a) as an example.
The ground truth camera pose recorded in the metadata of the street-view images were used to estimate approximate camera extrinsics. For each urban scene, we selected one pair of images for training and the rest 3 pairs for testing. Otherwise, all method settings were the same as in the previous experiment. Without any parameter tuning, we achieved satisfactory results as shown in Table 4 .
-For 12 classes (or urban scenes) with 48 street-view pairs, the pipeline achieved 92% accuracy, and 97% of the results ranked the correct class within the 5 best candidates produced by the algorithm. -For 24 classes with 96 street-view pairs, the pipeline achieved 80% accuracy, and 94% of the results ranked the correct class within the 5 best candidates produced by the algorithm. -For 40 classes with 160 street-view pairs, the pipeline achieved 75% accuracy, and 85% of the results ranked the correct class within the 5 best candidates produced by the algorithm.
The result shows that our 3D promoted primitives and the simple matching algorithm also work with realistic data of moderate occlusion and viewpoint changes. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes an approach that utilizes both the 2D appearance and 3D structure from the multi-view images for 3D object detection and recognition. We introduced novel 3D primitives for indoor objects and urban scenes recognition in 3D. The 3D primitive extraction is based on low level visual 2D primitives selected by computational intrinsic dimension that classifies them according to Marr's primal sketch. The 2D primitives are matched across multi-view images and triangulated to 3D primitives. For matching the primitives, we introduced a simple but effective random sampling procedure that achieved 90% accuracy for the view angle variation up to ±20
• with indoor objects dataset and satisfactory accuracy for the street-view dataset. Our future work will include investigation of other primitive types, such as local texture and higher level primitives, such as constant colour regions.
